require frequent, costly and time-consuming correspondence between
self-regulatory organizations and their member firms for the purpose
of identifying the accounts involved in trading activity.
The NYSE and the Securities Industry Automation Corporation ("SIAC"),
however, have initiated studies to determine the cost and feasibility
of distinguishlng between firm proprietary and customer trading, and of
obtaining customer account identification information in the stock
clearing process. They have represented that these studies will be
completed by ~larch 31, 1979. 14__/
Accordingly, ~e Options Study ~ec~rmends:
Z~E COmmiSSION SHOULD REVIL~ THE SIAC REPORT
CONCERNING FII~M PROPRIETARY AND CUST(~ER TRADING AS SOON AS IT IS COMPLETED.
THE SELFREGULA~DRY ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR MEMBER FIF/v~S
SHOULD WORK TO ESTABLISH AN ECO~K3MICAL MEn’HOD
~OR IDENTIFYING AND DISTINGUISHING MEMBER EIR~|
PROPRIE~fARY AND CUS~IOMER STOCK ORDERS AND
TRANSACTIONS. IN THE EVEZYF THAT THE SELE-REGULATORY
ORGANIZATIONS DO NOT DEVISE A ~%E~I~OD FOR EASILY
IDEhY£IFYING MEMBER ~IRM PROPRIETARY AND CUSTOMER
TRADING, THE COMMISSION SHOULD CONSIDER WHETHER
IT IS APPROPRIATE ’IO REQUIRE THAT THEY DO SO BY
COmmISSION RULE.
IN ADDITION, I~E COMMISSION SHOULD BEGIN TO STUDY
THE MOST APPROPRIATE MEANS OF ESTABLISHING A
UNI~ORM METHOD OF IDENTIFYING STOCK AND OPTION
CUSTOMERS ON A ROUTINE, AUTOMATED BASIS. THE
COMMISSION SHOULD REVI~ THE NYSE AND SIAC REI~DRT
ON THIS SUBJECT AND SHOULD DETEI~4INE THE STEPS
THAT SHOULD BE ~AKEN TO ESTABLISH A UNIFORM
ACCOU~ IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM IN LIGHT OF ’I~E REPORT.

4) Options Clearing Corporation Position AdjuStments
The Ootions Study .has found that surveillance information currently
~vailable from the O~tions Clearing Corporation ("OCC") may be inadequate
to detect abuses in the position adjustment process. Position adjustments
,~av b~ osed to asco~m].ish im_~y_’o~r÷r purposes such as trade reversals~
ooenirm transactions by customers or firms in restricted options, and
the avoidance of public priority rules for limit orders and off-floor

CCC for several legitimate reasons: To correct errors and omissions
that may occur when the terms and parties to an options trade are
entered into the computers of the firms for clearing purposes; to
transfer accounts between two clearing firms; or to adjust records
when one clearing firm executes and compares trades for another firm
on an options exchange of which the second firm is not a member.
~he OCC has tmdertaken to improve the surveillance information
that is available with respect to position adjustments° By the end
of the first auarter of 1979, the OCC will separately identify and
distinguish all oosition adjustments involving transfers of accounts
and adjustments that occur because a firm is not a member of the exchange
on which a transaction tJ~at the firm cleared was effected, ffhe OCC
will also prohibit adjustments between clearing firms and will code
and identify certain types of adjustments. The O~tions Study believes
that these changes will substantially reduce the potential for abusing
the adjustment process and will im[rove the ability of the selfreaulatory organizations to monitor adjustments.
Accordingly, the Ootions Study recommends :
THE OCC SHOULD IMPLEMENT ITS PROPOSED REVISIONS
IN THE ~OSITION ADJUSffMENT PROCESS AS SCHEDULED.
THE OCC SHOULD ALSO STUDY THE FEASIBILITY OF FURTHER
REDUCING THE NUMBER OF POSITION ADJUSTMENTS BY
REQUIRING ITS MEMBERS TO RECONCILE THEIR ACCOUNTS
TO OCC P~CORDS ON A DAILY BASIS AND BY IMPOSING
A SURC~{ARGE ON FIRMS THAT SU~IT AN EXCESSIVE
NU~4BER OF ADOUS~MENTS. THE RESULTS OF SUCH A
STUDY SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE DIVISION OF
MARKET REGULATION W]~fHIN NINETY DAYS.

5) The Sharing of Surveillance Information
and the Allocatio~ of Regulatory Responsibility
The Orations Study observe<] a need for greater coordination of
~elf-reaulatory surveillance mrograms and for the sharing of
surveillance information. The Options Study has discussed these
matters with the self-regulatory organizations with a view toward

representatives of the options exchanges, the NYSE, the National
Association of Securities Dealers ("~SD"), the ~CC, and the Boston
Steak Exchanqe (collectively the "Self-Regulatory Conference" or
the "Conference") met to discuss the -need for the creation of an integrated
r~ulatory system ~ong the [self-regulatory
organizations] which would enhance total
industry regulatory capability by coordinating
and interfacing existing regulatory data and
programs throuqh the sharing of available
information, improvement of regulatory
techni~ues, [and] the allocation of regulatory responsibility .... i~6/
qhe members of the Conference "acknowledge that the establishment of
a more fully integrated regulatory system is both necessary and desirable
as a means of establishinq more efficient and effective regulation
which may be cost-effective to the industry and achieve minimum standards
of requlation on an industry wide basis thus assuring the protection of
nublic investors." 17__/
Durin~ their working sessions, the members of the Self-Regulatory
Conference identified all market surveillance reports and information
presently available and reached a "consensus that the sharing of data

16/

Letter to Richard T~berg, Director, Special Study of the Options
Markets, from the Self-Regulatory Conference, dated October 6,
1978, at D. 2.

I~7/ Id., at ~. 3.

¯ is both needed and desired." 18__/ They specified the surveillance
information that they would like to receive from each other on a routine,
automated basis and agreed generally to share all surveillance information. In addition, they agreed to consider principles for allocating
sorveill~nce responsibilities among themselves and agreed to continue
their ~eetinqs to implement their information sharing plans and "to
allocate ~d~itional responsibilities with respect to matters arising
from inter-market regulatory problems and to further eliminate regulatory
doplication." 19__/ They also invited the Co~nission to send a representative
to future meetings. ~he ODtions Study believes that implementation
of the initiatives that the Conference has taken is necessary to assure
that self-re~ulatory surveillance programs are maximally effective¯
Accordingly, the Options Study recommends:
THE COMMISSION SHOULD CLOSELY MONITOR THE EFFORTS
OF THE SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS TO SHARE
SURVEILLANCE INFORMATION AND COORDINATE SELFREGULATORY ACTIVITIES.
THE COF~MISSION SHOULD
AC~OWIEDGE BY LETTER THE FORMATION OF THE
CONFERENCE AND SUGGEST THAT THE USE OF SECTION
17(d)(2) OF THE ACT AND RULE 17d-2 THEREUNDER
TO ALLOCATE S[RVEILLANCE RESPONSIBILITIES AMONG
THE SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS IS APPROPRIATE
AND DESIRABLE.
IN ADDITION, THE COmmISSION SHOULD
SEND A REPRESENTATIVE fro FLrfURE MEETIN~ OF THE
CONFERENCE.
THE CO~4ISSION SHOULD AISO SEEK TO
COORDINATE ITS OWN SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS WITH
THOSE OF THE SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS.

18/ Id., ~t p. 4.
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6)

Investigation and Enforcement

The detection of trading that may be inconsistent with the federal
securities laws cannot, however, be the end of surveillance. When

such tredinq is detected, it must be investigated to determine whether
the Exchange Act or self-regulatory organization rules have been violated.
Moreover, where violative conduct is found, the federal securities laws
and self-regulatory organization rules must be enforced and the conduct
sanctioned with a view toward _punishing the violator and deterring
future violations. The Options Study’s inspections of the options
exchanges revealed significant differences in the thoroughness and
effectiveness of their investigation and enforcement progr~ns.
Generally, CBOE and PSE investigations were complete and adequately
documented. At th~ PHLX, on the other hand, the extent of investigatory
and enforcement efforts was difficult to evaluate because much of the
investigatory process was informal and undocumented.
Accordinglv, the O~tions Study recommends :
THE PHLX SHOULD PROVIDE CCMPLETE D(]CUMENTATION
WITH RESPECT TO ROUTINE SURVEILLANCE FtNCTIONS AND
INVF.STIGATIONS THAT THAT EXCHANGE PERFOP~{S. SUCH
DOCL~ENTATION IS NECESSARY TO ASSURE THAT THE PHLX
IS CARRYING OUT ITS STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITIES
PROPERLY.

The Options Study’s inspection of the AMEX revealed that trading
mractices that may have been inconsistent with the Exchange Act or
AMEX rules were often detected a~d investigated. Subsequently, however,
the ~MEX staff closed many cases with no action even though the
circumstances suggested that a violation may have occurred. The Options
Study found the AMEX case closing procedures troublesome because A4EX
cases were seldo~ formally prepared and, perhaps as a result, factual
~d legal arHument and analysis were not as precise or thorough as
the Exchange Act requires. In addition, the ~MEX staff often closed
cases because it was of the view that a panel of ~IEX members would
not impose disciplinary sanctions under the circ~stances of the case.
As a result, the AMEX staff is effectively ~ble to set the leg~l
and ethical standards for trading corduct on the AMEX floor with
no involvement of the AMEX membership. ~cently, hoover, the ~4EX
undertook to form a special committee of its Board of C~vernor$,
to review, among other things, all investigative and enforcement
activities of the staff.
Accordingly, the Options Study recommends:
THE AMEX SHOULD FOPS4 A SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF
ITS BOARD OF 6OVERNORS THAT WILL REVIEW THE
INVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES O~
THE EXCHANGE. ~4E COMMITTEE SHOULD BE COMIOSED,
AS THE AMEX SUGGESTED, OF FLOOR AND NO~LOOR
MH~B~RS, EXCHANGE OFFICIALS AND A REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE PUBLIC.
IN ADDITION TO ITS GENERAL REVIEW,

THE COMMITTEE SHOULD SPECIFICALLY EXAMINE, AT
[EAST EVF!{Y SIX MONTHS, EVERY INVESTIGATIVE FILE
IN WHICH THE INVESTIGATIVE AND ENFORCEMENT
ACTIVITIES OF THE STAFF HAVE BEEN COMPETED.
THE FILE SHOULD IDENTIFY THE REASONS THAT THE
INVESTIGATION WAS INITIATED, THE STEPS THAT
WERE ~AKE%] TO INVESTIGATE THE MA~TER, THE CONCLUSIONS THAT WERE REACHED CONCERNING EACH
ASPECT OF THE POTENTIALLY VIOLATIVE CONDUCT,
%~HE RATIONALE FOR FACH CONCLUSION, AND FULL
DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT THE RESULT.
FURTHER, COMMISSION INSPECTIONS OF THE AMEX
SHOULD H4PHASIZE A REVIEW OF CASE FIL~S
THAT ARE CLOSED .AFTER INVESTIC%TION TO ASSURE
THAT AMEX ENFORCH~ENT RESPONSIBILITIES ARE
PROPERLY CARRIED OUT.
An ins.pection of the MSE options surveillance program caused the
Options Study concern in two areas. First, although MSE documents
indicated the exchange had detected nt~merous instances of trading
that may have been inconsistent with the Exchange Act or MSE rules,
no records were maintained indicating whether any subsequent investigation was done. As a conseguence, it is impossible to determine
the regularity, adeguacy, or extent of investigations of potential
improprieties that the_ MSE surveillance system detected. Second, the
case files that the Options Study reviewed demonstrated that 5~E
investigations that were cor~ucted were often inccmplete and concluded
~r ematurely.

Accordinqly, the Options Study recommends:
THE COMMISSION SHOULD CONDUCT A COMPLETE INVESTIGATION
OF THE MSE OPTIONS SL~VEILLANCE PROGRAM. THE INSPECTION
SHOULD SEEK TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE MSE HAS THE ABILITY
TO ENFORCE COMPLIANCE WITH THE ACT AND MSE RULES WITH
RESPECT TO OPTIONS TRADING ON THE MSE FLOOR.

b.

Broker-Dealer Oversight

Each of the self-regulatory organizations has monitoring, investigation, examination, and disciplinary programs to assure that their brokerdealer member firms comply with the federal securities laws and the
self-regulatory organization rules governing, among other things,
sellinq practices~ ~he Options Study reviewed the broker-dealer
sales practice progr~s and investigative and enforcement files
at the options exchanges and the NYSE and conducted interviews
with officials of self-regulatory organizations regarding the
oDerations of these .programs. ~he Options Study found that brokerdealer oversight orograms of the self-regulatory organizations
have been inadeguate to assure the protection of the public.
~he self-regulatory organizations, in their oversight of member
firms, fail to use public customers as a source of valuable regulatory
information and to collect relevant data from one another. Public
customers are not routinely ~uestioned in conjunction with examinations
and investigations of ~ember firms and their associated ~ersons and,

ti~ereZore, sel£-regulatory organizations £requently terminate
investiHations prematurely or fail to pursue potential violations
uncover~ by routine examinations. There is also no routine exchange
~n9 sel£-regulatory organizations of essential compliance in£ormation,
such as t~le results ot examinations, investigations and informal
dlSClpllnary actions. Accordingly, the self-regulatory organizations
in many instances have an inaccurate perception of the conduct of
~e~r m~Oer ~i~~s.
l~ucn valuable information availaDle from member £irms is not
assembled an~ evaluated Dy se±£-regulatory associations, primarily
uecause t~e sel~--regulators have not sought access to suc!] data.
Floreover, use£ul ~ntomnation available from government agencies is
ne~r~er soug,~t nor used routinely.
Investlgations and ex~inations ot retail sales practices by the
sel£-reHulatory orHan~zations nom~±ly concentrate only on detecting
member £irn~ £allures to ~ollow record-~eep~ng procedures established
uy ~,e rules oZ rile sel~-regulatory organizations governing, for example,
r~e opening o~ accounts and approving of transactions. Sel£-regulatory
ex~inatlon ~d investigative procedures are not adequately designed
or Utllized to ~etect suustantlve violations, such as use o£ deceptive
sales ]~terlal~, reco~en~at~ons of options transactions unsuited to the
custom~er, and excessive or unauthorized trading in customer accounts.

In corducting an inguiry arising out of a customer’s c~plaint
or a notification that a registered representative’s employment has
been terminated because of a possible rule violation, the selfregulatory organizations limit their inspection to the specific,
often narrow, issues raised by the c~mplaint or termination notice.
~hese inspections do not consider whether other customer accosts of the
s~e registered representative may have experienced problems similar
to those of the complaining customer. Nor do these inspections consider
whether possibly related rule violations may have occurred which,
for one reason or other, may not have been articulated in the customer’s
c~plaint or in the registered representative’s termination notice.
Moreover, the self-re~ulatory organizations are generally reluctant
to resolve factual disputes between customer and firms, even though
this task normally is necessary to determine whether misconduct has
occurred.
Disciplinary action taken by the self-regulatory organizations has
been ineffective in deterring future violations. Non-public letters
of caution or other informal sanctions are too often imposed in
cas~s involving serious violations or injury to public investors.
~he self-re~ulatory organizations also allow their member firms
to commit repeated rule violations without decisive remedial

action.

The Options ~tudy discussed these and other concerns with the
self-regulatory organizations. ’i’ne Self-regulatory Conference agreed
r~,at "it snou±u me posslDle to establish some industry-wide oD3ectives
rot the conduct ot a [broKer-dealer firm] exa~nination so as to insure
the protection ot investors, ~void regulatory duplication, and
ellmlnate regulatory voids". Tile Conference also agreed to consider
estaullSni,~j programs "to prol~ote a snaring of relevant information
about Droner-dealer compllance activities and to assist in the execution
o£ cd~p±ete, c~prer, enslve and thorough exmninations of such fim~." 20/
’Ibwaru tn~s end, t~e Con£erence agreed "that a [central] repository
could be utilized to provide each self-regulatory organization wit!]
~l~)re in£ormmtion t~an is presently utilized for purposes of registration
o£ personnel, cust~er c(]~plaints, investigations and examinations." 21__/
Tnls central reposltory would include "at least all information
regarding [registered representative] r~jistration and termination,
custo]~r complalnts, a~d iomnal actions taken my [the self-regulatory
organizations] and ot]ler regulatory bodies .... " 22/ The Options
Study believes that these lnltiatives by t]~e Self-Regulatory Conference
are constructive and t~at they s~]ould De implemented as soon as possible.

20__/ pp.
21/

I__q~. at p. 8.

22/

id. at po 9.

The Options Study believes that additional initiatives are necessary
to remedy the deficiencies summarized above, and to establish minimum
standards for the performance of self-regulatory enforcement programs,
and therefore recon~nends:

SELF-REGULATORY OI~GANIZATIONS SHOULD BROADEN
THE SCOPE OF THEIR EXAMINATIONS AND INVES£IGATIONS
AND RfiOTINELY QOESTION PUBLIC CUSTOMERS IN ORDER
qO RESOLVE DISPUTED ISSUES OF FACT, TO DETERMINE
WHETHER THERE MAY HAVE BEEN A VIOLATION OF THE
SECURITIES LAWS OR APPLICABLE RULES, AND TO VERIFY
INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM ANOTHER SOURCE.
SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD DEVELOP WAYS TO
SHARE RELEVANT COMPLIANCE INFORMATION AND MORE EFFECTIVELY
ALLOCATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR-BROKER-DEALER OVERSIGHT
AMONG THEMSELVES.

SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD RESTRICT INFORMAL
DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS TO CASES IN WHICH PUBLIC CUSTOMERS
HAVE NOT BEEN INJURED AND IN-WHICH RULE VIOLATIONS ARE
MINOR OR ISOLATF/).
SELF-REGULATORY O~GANIZATIONS SHOULD AMEND THEIR RULES
TO PERMIT THEM TO ORDER RESTITUTION TO INJURED INVESTORS AS
A SANCTION IN APPROPRIATE DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS.

2.

Tradinq Practices

To determine how market professionals use options in connection
with investment and trading strategies the Options Study interviewed
more than i00 professional stock and options traders.
In addition, the Options Study examined numerous investigative
records already established by the Con~nission and the self-regulatory
organizations with regard to questionable trading practices such

as trade reversals, prearran9e~ and ~ictltious trades, stocK/option
mani~ulatlon and front-ruffling of blocks. T~e purpose of this effort
was to ~etemL~ine whether certain market protessionals have access
to r~n-pumlic ~Lmrket in/or]nation and en3oy other competitive advantages
[x~at might me inconsistent wlt!] the federal securities laws and whether
C~,ission or selL-regulatory organization action is necessary to prevent
~mnlpulative or oti~er improper co.*~uct in connection witn options trading.
The Options Study, however, ~id not conduct independent investigations
or partlcular trading situations. Nor was tile Options Study able to
review m~u analyze trading ~ata or investigations that the selfreHuiatory orHanlzatlons initiated in sufficient detail to form the
oasis rot regulatory recommendations. As a result, further study will
me requlre~ to ~eten,ine whether specific trading patterns can be
i~entltied wnic;~ s~]oul~ ue the suD3ect of proscriptive rules and to
ror][~ulate appropriate rules w~ere necessary.
a. Proresslonal ’iWading
Institutional ~nvestors generally write call options to limit
[!~e rlSK associated wit~ t~eir stock activities tl]rough the premiums
recelved. O~]er options market professionals, however, employ
a variety ot tra~ing strategies. These options strategies seek
to realize tradlng profits in dlVerse ways: (I) speculation that
marnet prices will ,~ove elt2~er up or dowTb r stay within a given

ranqe; (2) purchasing options at the bid price and selling at the
offer price to profit from the spread between the quotations; (3)
tradinq that reduces positions to a limited or neutral risk posture
to orofit from the passage of time or from price movements in the
underlyin~ stock within a predetermined range; and (4) arbitrage.
~he Options Study’s review did not reveal that market professionals have competitive advantages that are inconsistent with the
Exchange Act or the public interest. Additional information mustbe q~thered, however, if the Commission and the self-regulatory
organizations are to understand whether the patterns, relationships,
and effects of stock and options trading by market professionals
may be inconsistent with the public interest in a manner not currently
~erceivedo In particul~r, more information is needed regarding
m~tterns of trading near expiration and stock trading activities
that might be designed to benefit unfairly pre-existing options
positions.
Accordingly, the Op~tions Study recommends:
THE SELF-REGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD USE THE
INTEGZ~TED SURVEILLANCE DATA BASE THAT THEY ARE
ESTABLISHING FOR STOCK AND OPTIONS TRADING TO DETECT
tNLAWFUL TRADING ACTIVITIES AND CONDUCT APPROPRIATE
ENFORCH~ENT ACTIONS AND TO IDENTIFY PA~ERNS O~
STOCK AND OPTIONS TRADING THAT SHOULD BE REGULATED
OR PROHIBITED. THE COM~ISSION AND THE SELFREGULATORY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD WORK TOGETHER TO
ESTABLISH PRIORITIES FOR THESE STUDIES AND THE
SELF-REGULATORY OR~GANIZATIONS SHOULD REGULARLY
REPORT THE RESULTS OF THE STUDIES THAT THEY CO[~DUCT
TO THE COMMISSION.
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Accordingly, the Options Study reco~nends:

THE DIVISION OF _MARKET REGULATION SHOULD OBTAIg~ AND
REVIEW ALL INSTANCES OF OPTIONS AND STOCK TRADING- WHICH
ARE OR HAVE BEEN THE SUBJECT OF INFORMAL OR FOP~h~L
INVESTIGATIONS BY THE SELF-REGUlATORY ORGANIZATIONS.
THE DIVISION OF MARKET REGUlATION SHOULD REVIEW THIS
DATA WITH A VI~ TOWARD PROPOSING ANTI-MANIPUlATIVE
OPTIONS AND STOCK TRADING RULES W}~.RE APPROPRIATE.

b. Position Limits
Existing options exchange rules p~ohibit a person from holding
more than 1,000 short calls and long puts with respect to any underlying
security. Position limit rules were adopted by the options exchanges
primarily to minimize manipulative potential and to prevent the accumulation
of large options positions that, if exercised, might affect the
orice of the tmderlying stock.
The present position limit rules prevent certain larger investors
(.orimarily institutions) from writing calls or buying puts against
more than i00,000 shares of stock. As a result, the managers of certain
large portfolios do not presently use options because writing options
up to existing position limits does not provide significant risk limiting
capabilities for such large portfolios. To the extent that large
investors own the stock underlying the options they write, they need
not murchase stock to deliver on exercise of the calls they write or
the puts they buy and, therefore, may not need to effect transactions
which will substantially affect stock prices. As a result, a significant

~ortion of the theory underlying the ~osition limit rules may not be
apmlicable to such covered investors.
Numerous m~rket participants, including professional traders,
institutional investors, and self-regulatory organizations, have
maintained that the position limit rules should generally be liberalized
or otherwise modified. Further, the ~bility of some self-regulatory
organizations to grant their marketmakers exceptions from these
rules, and the manner and frequency with which exceptions have been
qr~nted, has raised concern that the rules currently have an unequal
im~ct on members of different self-regulatory organizations. It
has been suggested that either the rules be m~e uniform for all
~arket ~articipants or that the self-regulatory organizations be
~er~itted to liberally grant exceptions, especially in instances
where a marketmaker might otherwise violate the rule when fulfilling
his obligation to trade with public custe~ers.
Accordingly, the Options Study recommends:
THE DIVISION OF MARKET REGUIATION SHOULD UNDERTAKE A
COMPLETE REVIEW O~ THE POSITION LIMIT RULES OF THE
O~TIONS EXCHANGES. THIS REVI~ SHOULD INCLUDE:
(i) THE H3SSIBILITY OF ELIMINATING ~OSITION LIMIT
RULES, (2) THE FEASIBILITY OF RE[AXING POSITION
LIMIT RULES FOR (~) ALL MARKET PARTICIPANTS, (b) ~OR
ACCOUNTS WHICH HOLD FULLY PAID, FREELY TRANSFERABLE
SEC[~RITIES OR (c) ~OR "}~DGED" [~OSITIONS, AND (3)
WHETHER EXCEPTIONS FROM THE RULES SHOULD BE GRANTED
¯ O OPTIONS SPECIALISTS AND, IF SO, [NDER WHAT
C I}~UMSTANCES.

c. Ciarificatlon of Tradi, ng Rules
Foilowlng the commencement o£ the Optlons Study, the CBOE issued
euucational circulars to its m~i~0ers discussing both specific trading
activities t~lat n~y De considered imanipulative and the misuse of market
in£omllatlon invoivlng t~ose options trades which take place prior to
t~le lJuDiic aiss~nxnatzon of in£ormation concerning a large stock
trade. ’£he Options Study believes that this type of educational
circular idelltifies and helps to prevent improper activity, particuimrly in r]~e area o£ front-running.
~ccordlngly, the Optlons Study recommends:
ALL SEIm’-REGUL~4II)RY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD (I) ISSUE
II~£r2~PF~’i’A’I’ION~ OF ~I~IEIR RULES ’lid MAKE CLEAR THAT FRONTRUNNING IS INCONSIST~qT WI’I’H JUST AND EQUITABLE PRINCIPLES
OF ’i~YDE BY ITb i~fl~,~EfI5 AND, (2) TAKE PRC~4F~ DISCIPLINARY
A~I’ION AGAINST ’114ObE l~BEI45 WHO HAVE BEEN FOUND ’IO HAVE
ENGAGED IN F~[4£-RUNNING.
T~e Con~niss~on should a~so take steps to clarify the law when
necessary or appropriate. In the area of related stock and options
trading, £or exan~le, there ~as been much debate concerning the
types o~ trading t~at might De considered manipulative. While
t~le C~nlssion has proceeded against intermarket manipulation in
re±lo~ce upon Section i0(D) o~ t~e Exchange Act, and Rule 10b-5
t~ereun~er, t~e app±icaoillty of Section’9(a)(2) of the Exchange
!Act to suc[l activities r@[~alns unsettled.
’l’ne uncertainty arises because Section 9(a) (2) applies to "a
series o~ transactions ~n any security . o. creating actual or apparent
active trading in such security or raising or depressing the price

of such security, for the purpose of inducing the purchase or
sale of such security by others." Neither the Commission nor
the courts has resolved the auestion of the applicability of
this section to related stock and options trading, qhe Options
Study believes that this issue should be resolved by making it
clear that stock transactions effected to benefit options positions
fall within the scope of Section 9.
Accordingly, the Options Study recommends:
THE CO~4ISSION SHOULD ISSUE AN INTERPRETIVE RELEASE
OR INITIATE RULEMAKING PROCEEDINGS SPECIFICALLY
TO CLARIFY THAT INTER-MARKET MANIPUIATIVE TRADING
ACTIVITY INVOLVING OPTIONS AND THEIR t~DERLYING
SHCURITIES MAY VIOLATE S~ION 9.
Shortly after listed option trading began, the options exchanges adopted
so-called restricted ootions rules which were designed to prevent
unwarranted speculation in deep out-of-the-money options, l~stricted
oDtions rules tend to limit legitimate trading activities of some
options customers. 5he Options Study believes that improvements in
the customer suitability and its enforcement may, at a future date,
allow the elimination of the restricted options rules. ~ccordingly,
the ODtions Study recommends:
THE DIVISION OF MARKET REGULATION SHOULD CONSIDER
THE ELIMINATION OF THE RESTRICTED OPTION ROLES

AS SOON AS ~E OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS 0~’ THE OFTIONS
STUDY’S SUITABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS CAN BE EVALUATED.

¯ 3. Sellinq Practices
To examine the manner in which options transactions are reconm~ended
to public customers, the Options Study reviewed public complaint

letters, retail sales practice examinations conducted by the Commission
and the self-re~ulatory organizations and additional data, including the
responses to a detailed questionnaire, provided by broker-dealers.
Siqnificant problems related to options selling practices were found.
These problems included solicitation of options transactions unsuited
to the customer ; excessive and unauthorized trading in customer options
accounts; inadegu_ ately trained registered representatives and supervisors;
deceptive advertisinq and sales literature; and irregularities in
options exercise practices.

a. Customer Protection
Hoth brokerage firms and self-reg[[latory organizations need to
improve their procedures to prevent sales practice abuses. As a first
step, broker-dealer~ and the self-regulatory organizations should
take ste~Ds to place the customer in a better position to detect sales
practice aboses in his own account. If the customer does not have
in his Vossession essential information about his own account in a
form he can easily understand, the customer can not detect and prevent
i~proper activities in which his registered representative might engage.

i) The OCC Prospectus
One of the major regulatory safeguards intended to protect options
customers from possible abuses is a prospectus required by the Securities
Act of 1933 ("Securities Act"). %he options prospectus is published

by the Options Clearing Corporation ("OCC"), which technically is
the issuer of all listed options. Exchange rules require that
this prospectus be delivered to every customer at or prior to the
time his account is approved for options trading. ~he prospectus
contains 56 printed pages describing, in considerable detail, information
about options, their risks and the mechanics of options trading.
The current options prospectus was drafted to meet the requirements
of the Commission’s general registration form, Securities ~t Form
S-I. This form is used when no other specialized form has been designated.
While the OCC has gone to considerable effort to simplify the language
of the options prospectus, the Form S-I is not designed to meet the
needs of both options buyers and sellers. ~he Options Study has
concluded that information concerning listed options should be disclosed to investors in a manner readily understandable to a reader
with no financial traininq and that information about options a~d
the tr~dinq markets for options should be separated from information
about the OCC.
Compliance by the OCC with the Securities ~ct can be satisfied
by the filin~ of a special form of r~istration statement a~d
oros~ectus designed for OCC as the issuer of options and adopted
oursu~nt to the Co~ission’s authority under the Securities Act.
~is s~ecial form would include information relating to the OCC,
including a description of its business and financial reports.

To ~ovide investors with an appropriate disclosure document,
a new document prepared by 0CC would be required under the Exchange
~t to be delivered at or prior to the time of an options customer
opens an account. This document, designed for persons without
financial training, would provide investors with a simple description of the risks and uses of put and call options. This new
docoment should include a glossary of terms; a description of
(i) the risks of options trading, (ii) the fundamental uses of
o~tions trading, (iii) the terms of options, and (iv) the mechanics
of buying, wiring and exercising options; and a simplified discussion of transaction costs, margin requirements and tax consequences
of option trading.
The effect of these recommendations would be to relieve 0CC
froa liability under Section Ii of the SEcurities Act for disclosures
relating to a description and ~ses of options and the mechanics
of the ootions tradinq markets, matters with respect to which OCC
has no special expertise or control. At the same time, potential
options traders would be furnished with a disclosure document ~ desiqned ~pecifically for their needs and, in particular, for the needs
of those investors with little or no financial training.
~cordingly, the Options Study recommends.
THE COMMISSION SHOULD AEOPT A SPECIAL REGISTRATION
FORM ~DER THE SECURITIES ACT FOR OCC WHICH WOULD
NOT REQUIRE ~CC TO DESCRIBE INFO~4ATION ABOUT OF~IONS
TRADING _AND SHOULD EX~CISE ITS AUTHORITY UNDER THE
EXCHANGE ACT TO REQUIRE THAT A DISCI~3SURE DOCUMENT
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FILED LNDER ~HE EXCHANGE ACT DESCRIBING OPTIONS, THEIR
RISKS, AND THE MECHANICS OF OPTIONS TRADING BE PREPARED
BY OCC AND BE DELIVERED BY BROKER-DEALERS TO EACH OFf IONS
CUSTOMER AT OR PRIOR TO THE TIME THE CUSTOMER OPENS AN
OPTIONS ACCOUNT.
2) Customer Suitability
Another safeguard designed to protect the customer from unethical
or illegal selling practices is the brokerage firm’s own evaluation of
the customer’s suitability to trade in options. The self-regulatory
organizations have adopted rules establishing suitability standards
which are to be applied by broker-dealer firms to prevent the firms
and their registered representatives from making unsuitable recommendations to customers. The suitability rules of the options exchanges,
however, do not match the suitability warning in the prospectus.
The current options prospectus states on the cover page in
bold fate type :
Both the purchase and writing of Options involve
a high degree of risk and are not suitable for many
investors. Such transactions should be entered into
only by investors who have read and understand this
prospectus and, in particular, who understand the
nature and extent of their rights and obligations
and are aware of the risks involved.
The oDtions exchanges do not require, as does the prospectus, that
the customer understand the risks of recommended options transactions-,
except when the particular reco~endation is to write (sell) uncovered
calls or to write Dut options.

This imp3rtant distinction can be seen in the general suitability
rule of the CBOE. This rule, which is similar to those of the other
¯ options exchanges, requires only that a registered representative
who recommends options transactions to a customer :
shall have reasonable grounds for believing
that the recommendation is not unsuitable
for such customer on the basis of the
information furnished by such customer after
reasonable inquiry as to his investment
objectives, financial situation and needs,
and any other information known [to the
broker-dealer firm or registered representative]. ( Emphasis added. )
Only when the registered representative’s recommendation is to write
uncovered call or put options does the CBOE rule require that the
customer should ~nderstand the risks involved, thder this paragraph
of the rule, writing uncovered calls or writing puts is deemed unsuitable
unless :
uOon the information furnished by the customer,
the person making the recommendation has a
reasonable basis for believing at the time of
making a recommendation that the customer has
such knowledge and experience in financial
matters that he may reasonablybe expected to be
c~pable of evaluating the risks of such transaction, and such financial capability as to be
able to carry such position in the option contract.
(Emphasis added.)
The Options Study believes that a customer should be made aware,
on an on-~oing basis, of the risks of an__~y and all options transactions
undertaken by the customer and that a brokerage firm should not be permitted to recommend any opening options transaction to a customer unless

the firm reasonably expects that the customer is capable of both
evaluatinq the risks and bearin~ the financial burden of those risks.
To insure that this standard is met on a continuing basis, information concerning a customer’s current financial resources, needs,
and sophistication should be obtained by the brokerage firm. This
information should be utilized in determining the suitability of options
tradinq for a customer, first at the time a customer opens an account
and again before a registered representative recommends a new, more
c~olex, or riskier options strategy than the type for which the
customer has already been approved.
Without accurate and complete data about a customer’s financial
position and objectives, a brokerage firm cannot make well founded
decisions concerning the suitability of options trading for that
customer. Too often, a registered representative, without detection,
fabricates suitability information about prospective new options customers
solely in order to secure from his supervisor the required approval
of transactions for an account. ~he State of Wisconsin has resolved
this problem by requiring that the management of a brokerage firm
send to each new optio;

~er a copy of the completed suitability

information form relating

hat customer. This process assures the

customer an opportunity to review the information form, outlining
his financial objectives and position, which the registered repre~entative has already filled out.
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Accordingly, the Options Study recon~nas:
’I}£E SELe’-REGULA~ORY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD REVISE
THEIR t)FI’IONS 5UITABILI’I~ RULES ~I~9 PROHIBIT
A ]JROKER-DEALI~R FROM RECOMMENDING ANY OPhl~ING
O~I’IONS TF4hNbACI’IONb %X] A CUST~VO/R UNLESS THE FIRM HAS
A REASONABLE BASIS ~OR BELIEVING %~4AT THE CUSTOMER
iS A~L~ ’I<) EVALU~I’E ri’HE RISKS OF THE PARTICULAR
HECt~R,£ENDED TRANSACfION 7~D IS FINANCIALLY ABLE
’If) BEA~ THE RI~K5 OF THE RECOM~A~DED POSITIONS.
k~E bELF-REGUL~’I~3RY ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD FU~I~4ER
~[END THEIR RULES ’i19 REQUIRE:

--

’i~i~l’ CUSTOmeR INbORMATION ~X)R~k5 BE STANDARDIZED
~!qD Rh~ISED ’IO INDICATE THE SOURCE OF SUITABILI’Ff
IN~]DF4~iTION ABOUT ’DHE OP~£IONS
THOr THE F~NAGEM~Vl~ OF EACH ~E~BER FIRM SE~ND ~fO
~.VE~Y NEW OFf’IONS CUS~R ~OR HIS ~FI~TION
COPY OF ’file ~M~I C~I’AINING THE CUS’~’S
~UIT~ILI’Iq IN~O~TI~ ~D T~T ’~E CU~CY OF
INfOrmaTION ON SUCH ~ BE C~FI~D S~II~U~Y;

--

’l’~L%k’ M~ER FIM,~S ALOFI’ ADDI~’IONAL SAFEGUARDS }XDR THE
PRL~I~F.C]]ION OF EACH OFf’IONS CUS’I~V[ER IN WHOSE ACCOUN~]]
DIbCIiZ~flON IS ’ll) BE EXERCISED.

3) Openin9 Account Statements
Even it a cust~ner is able to understand t~e risks of his options
transactions, De may be contused by his account statement. Account
statements retlectlng options transactions sent by brokerage firms
~o tnelr cust(~ners are Zrequently difficult to understand. Not only
may a customer nave ~i~ticulty understanding ti~e options transactions

